STUDENT INVOLVEMENT FAIR TIPS

Suggestions for navigating the fair created for students, by students.

Don’t Get Overloaded
Consider extracurriculars that complement and balance well with your academic schedule.

Don’t Be Afraid to Explore
Even if you think you know exactly which organizations to join, have an open mind and try something new!

Do Ask Questions
You might ask:
1. Why did you get involved and stay involved?
2. What is the time commitment?
3. How many active members are there?

Don’t Be Shy
Don’t be afraid to approach a table - everyone is here to meet new people and find new interests.

Don’t Feel Pressured to Sign Up
Ask what “signing up” commits you to. There will be many more opportunities throughout the year to connect with organizations.

Resources for Student Organizations

Student Organization Center at Hilles (SOCH)
- 50,000+ sq. ft. of open spaces for students to use
- Recording studio, coffee bar, computer labs, cinema
- Contact: soch@fas.harvard.edu

theHub for Student Involvement

thehub.college.harvard.edu
- Connect to Harvard College student organizations and explore your community
- Use discussion boards, news posts, and group messaging to communicate within your student organization
- Record your activities and memberships to showcase your involvement while on campus

About the Dean of Students Office

dso.college.harvard.edu
In partnership with students and colleagues, the Dean of Students Office (DSO) cultivates engagement, belonging, and respect; fosters an integrated living and learning community; and inspires self-discovery among Harvard College students.

Contact Us
617-496-7700
dso@fas.harvard.edu

Social Media

instagram.com/harvardcollege
facebook.com/events.harvardcollege